Features
Aware includes many features to make your flying as safe and relaxing as possible. Our aims are simple: We
want to reduce pilot workload, increase situational awareness and encourage "eyes out of the cockpit" aviation.





Full 3D airspace warnings with frequencies
Airspace updated in line with AIRAC cycle
Comes with Airbox own vector mapping as standard
Search for Airfields by names or ICAO code.

Above is an example of what
the Aware app will look like
whilst in flight. The 5 minute
black and white line will warn
you of any airspace you are
about to or are entering. The
Orange/Red Airspace warning
boxes at the side will give you
more information on the
airspace.
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Listening Squawks are a new
feature in Aware. These enable
traffic controllers to alert a
pilot via radio if they are in
close proximity to controlled
airspace – if it looks like their
aircraft is going to infringe. Any
aircraft fitted with a Mode A/C or
Mode S transponder can use these
codes
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The above screenshot shows
what happens when you press
the Red Triangle in the bottom
left hand corner of the App.
On this page your current
position will show up on screen
as well as the emergency
transponder
codes
and
frequencies. Press close or tap
anywhere on this screen to
remove this message.

http://www.airspaceaware.com/

Here you can search
for an airfield by
Name or ICAO code.

Clicking on the
aware logo will
take you to –
Version number
Airbox website

Settings – here you
will find Manage
Charts, Downloads,
Customise
your
units, Demo Mode
and also your Airbox
Account details.

Fly on Track
This manual

Airspace Warnings,
these will bounce
when
a
new
warning appears.

This
button
will
provide your current
position and give the
relevant emergency
codes.

Make sure this icon is
highlighted so the maps
moves with your position.
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Listening Squawks

The Data Bar provides the User with flight relevant
information such as Speed, Altitude and Track. A GPS
accuracy indicator is also present, which gives a
figure for the accuracy of the signal being received.
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